Important Due Dates for Critical Thinking
(Including Paperwork Descriptions)

~ August 15th (every year): Submit Critical Thinking Plan (activity sheet) along with description of your project if you have one; I also submit a rubric that I use for the project.

This should include only what you are going to do (introduction, objectives, activity/process, and resources). It does not include the evaluation and future course of action.

November (every year): CAAP test in your class that had the activity

~ December 11th (every year): Re-submit Critical Thinking Plan (Activity Sheet)

This time include the evaluation and future course of action, along with what you had written the first time you submitted it.

~ January 31st (every year): Submit Rubric Data Sheet

This is the sheet where you calculate percentages of how many students were skillful, emergent or not demonstrated at asking vital questions, collecting and measuring relevant data, etc.; Again, I usually submit my rubric along with this data.

~ May 1st (every year): Submit Critical Thinking Team Results Sheet

This sheet includes expectations of you and your students, activities (meetings, etc.) that you participated in involving critical thinking, what parts you thought were successful and what challenges you faced.